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Details of Visit:

Author: BigDavey135
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 12 Jul 2012 18-00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

GFE Massage, spotlessly clean as usual, large reception area, armchairs and couch, the very nice
and pleasant receptionist asked if I wanted a drink, and informed me that four ladies were working,
but only one was available just now, but the others would be down soon. Two other guys were
present on my visit, and after ten minutes waiting, three girls came through and introduced
themselves, all were very pretty and any of which would have been fine. One of the guys chose,
then the receptionist asked me if I would like any of the other two girls, the other guy must have
been waiting for the girl that was still upstairs. I chose the lovely Heidi, a very tall size 8 about just
short of 6 feet tall with her high heels, and just about the perfect lady.

The Lady:

Heidi is a young Scouser girl, did not ask her age, but could have been 19 to 22 years of age,
beautiful looking, and dressed in a very short two piece costume, showing off her really long
perfectly shaped slim legs.

The Story:

Climbed the stairs, following this lovely creature, her peach shaped bottom was some sight, and
thinking that this old man would be in bed / heaven with this lady in two minutes time. Into the nice
big bedroom, with double bed and shower unit. Heidi then gave me a long french kiss and we both
undressed, before deciding on the GRE activity @ ?65 for 30 mins, I asked Heidi if I could eat her
out, and she smiled and layed on with her lovely long legs over her head, and I must have been 10
mins licking and sucking her lovely clean shaved pussey, this was heaven for me, and Heidi really
showed that she was enjoying this too, I am sure that she cum a time or two. Then Heid gave me a
good session of OWO, nice and deep, and a perfect feeling, she really know her job!! this went on
until I requested that we had sex, on with a cover, and entered Heidi in mish, her pussey was really
wet by this time, and thew feeling was brilliant. After withdrawing, I asked Heidi to finish me by hand
whilst she was sitting on my face, this ended a perfect 30 mins with a beautiful, friendly and happy
young girl, cannot wait to see her again, but a bit difficult with her only working on Thursdays, but I
am sure that I will make it for a few visits. Thanks Heidi, you are lovely !!!  
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